MESOPOTAMIA MAP ASSIGNMENT

In order to be prepared for your next unit of study, please complete the following map assignment. Follow your map guideline sheet and the criteria below. Text references: page 23, 31, 37, and 38.

Colour and Label the following:

Rivers, water bodies
* Tigris R.
* Euphrates R.
* Red Sea
* Mediterranean Sea
* Nile R.
* Caspian Sea
* Persian Gulf
* Black Sea

Mountains & deserts
* Arabian Desert
* Zagros Mtns.
* Sinai Desert
* Taurus Mtns
* Syrian Desert

Regions
* Persia
* Phoenicia
* Asia Minor
* Palestine
* Mesopotamia
* Arabia
* Syria
* Fertile Crescent

Cities
* Lagash
* Damascus
* Ur
* Nineveh
* Jerusalem
* Akkad
* Kish
* Ashur
* Babylon
* Memphis
* Erech

Empires
Sumer
Babylonia
Assyria
Chaldea

develop an easy to read legend using colour and/or patterns to show the empire's territory.

*BONUS mark if you can find the significance of the figure in the top left corner.